In non-linear dynamics there are several model systems to study oscillations. One iconic example is the "Brusselator", which describes the dynamics of the concentration of two chemical species in the non-equilibrium phase. In this work we study the Brusselator dynamics as a stochastic chemical reaction without diffusion analysing the corresponding stochastic differential equations with thermal or multiplicative noise. In both stochastic scenarios we investigate numerically how the Hopf bifurcation of the non-stochastic system is modified. Furthermore, we derive analytical expressions for the noise average orbits and variance of general stochastic dynamics, a general diffusion relationship in the thermal noise framework, and an asymptotic expression for the noise average quadratic deviations. Hence, besides the impact of these results on the noisy Brusselator's dynamics, our findings are also relevant for general stochastic systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many instances in which physical systems spontaneously become emergent or orderly [1] [2] [3] . Even more spectacular is the order created by chemical systems; the most dramatic being the order associated with life. However, not all chemical reactions generate order. The class of reactions most closely associated with order creation are the auto-catalytic reactions. These are chemical reactions in which at least one of the reactants is also a product, hence, the equations are fundamentally non-linear due to this feedback effect.
Simple auto-catalytic reactions are known to exhibit sustained oscillations [3] [4] [5] , thus, creating temporal order. Other reactions can generate separation of chemical species generating spatial order, i.a., the BelousovZhabotinsky reaction [6] . More complex reactions are involved in metabolic pathways and networks in biological systems [7] [8] [9] [10] . The transition to order as the distance from equilibrium increases is not usually continuous. Order typically appears abruptly. The threshold between the disorder of chemical equilibrium and order happens as a phase transition. The conditions for a phase transition to occur are determined with the mathematical machinery of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics [11] .
A paradigmatic example of an auto-catalytic reaction, which exhibits out of equilibrium oscillations, is the "Brusselator ". It describes the dynamics of the concentration of two chemical species, where the evolution of each component is obtained from the following dimensionless differential equations [2] [3] [4] [5] 
where a, b > 0 are constants, u and v correspond to the concentrations of the two species, and τ is the dimensionless time. These differential equations show, for most initial conditions, self-sustained oscillations when b > 1 + a. The transition from the chemical equilibrium state to this oscillatory behaviour happens via a Hopf bifurcation [12] .
Classical and recent work has emphasized the importance of fluctuations to better model the internal evolution of macroscopic systems which are only accounted for by stochastic models [4] [5] [6] [7] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In particular, Chemical oscillations might be augmented and/or disturbed by stochastic effects and random drift. For instance, models of diffusion-driven pattern formation that rely on the Turing mechanism are commonly used in science. Nevertheless, many such models suffer from the defect of requiring fine tuning of parameters in order to predict the formation of spatial patterns. The limited range of parameters for which patterns are seen could be attributed to the simplicity of the models chosen to describe the process; however, for systems with an underlying molecular basis another explanation has recently been put forward [18] [19] [20] . Those authors have observed that Turing-like patterns exist for a much greater range of parameter values if the discrete nature of the molecules comprising the system is taken into account. The systems within this class may be analysed using the theory of stochastic processes. For the Brusselator, the inclusion of noise affects the concentrations of the relevant chemical species and accounts for the molecular character of the reaction compounds.
In this work, we study the Brusselator system without diffusion as a stochastic process due to the inclusion of thermal or multiplicative noise. We discuss the non-stochastic dynamics of the Brusselator analytically (Sec. II A) and derive a general expression for the noise average linear and quadratic deviations of the thermal noise stochastic system (Sec. III A) from generic Stochastic Differential Equations (SDEs). Consequently, we obtain a general Einstein diffusion relationship (Sec. III B) and derive a general expression for the asymptotic behaviour of the quadratic deviations. These expressions are derived in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix of the non-stochastic equations. Furthermore, we analyse how the Brusselator Hopf bifurcation is perturbed by thermal or multiplicative noise via numerical experiments (Sec. III C). Our results show that, in both frameworks, the bifurcation transition is kept in average for small noise intensities (Γ 0.1). Our findings are relevant, not only for the analysis of the noisy Brusselator chemical reaction, but also for general stochastic systems. 
where each entry of the matrix corresponds to the partial derivatives given by (
The eigenvalues λ ± of Eq. (2) are the solutions of the characteristic polynomial
and determine the local stability of the FP. As ∆ = a > 0, ∆ being the determinant of Eq. (2), a saddle node FP is impossible [12] . Hence, analysing the sign of the trace [Tr = b − (1 + a)] of Eq. (2), we have that the FP is unstable if Tr > 0 and that the FP is stable if Tr < 0. The critical point is then b c ≡ 1 + a. The square root in Eq. (3) determines if the FP is ordinary (λ ± ∈ R) or spiral (λ ± ∈ C). Thus, two two-fold cases appear, as they are shown in Fig. 1 (colour code) . From the left column panels in Fig. 1 , it is seen that the line b c = 1 + a (diagonal dashed line) divides the parameter space in an upper positive region (Re{λ ± } > 0) and a lower negative region (Re{λ ± } < 0). These two regions account for the unstable and stable FP situations, respectively. On the right column of the figure, the spiral and ordinary characteristics of the FP eigenvalues are discriminated by the critical set Tr 2 = 4∆ (curved dashed line). The outer region of this set has the imaginary part null, namely, Im{λ ± } = 0, thus, the FP is ordinary classified. On the inside region, the FP is spiral (unstable, if it is above the critical level, and stable if it is below).
However, the main feature for self-sustained oscillations to occur is to have an unstable FP (b > 1 + a). In that case, solutions are attracted to a limit-cycle [12, 14] . A limit-cycle on a plane (or a two-dimensional manifold) is a closed trajectory in phase space having the property that at least one other trajectory spirals into it either as time approaches infinity or as time approaches negative infinity [12] . This behaviour is shown in Fig. 2 for the Brusselator. For b < b c the FP is stable and there is no self-sustained oscillation. Such a steady state solution becomes unstable under a Hopf bifurcation as b is increased. A stable oscillation appears for b > b c , which corresponds to the non-equilibrium phase of the system.
B. Stochastic Dynamics
A general coupled set of first order Stochastic Differential Equations (SDEs) is given bẏ
where we name x η = {x i : i = 1, . . . , N } as the set of state variables, F as the deterministic part of the SDE (namely, a field vector F with components f i : R N × R → R known as the drift coefficients), H as the N × N coupling matrix with function entries h ij :
, known as the diffusion coefficients, and η as the vector of random fluctuations. The noise is assumed to be uncorrelated and with zero mean for all coordinates, namely, where, as in the following, we denote · · · to be the average over various noise realisations (in other words, a mean value over an ensemble of possibly different fluctuations), δ ij to be the Kronecker delta, and δ(t − s) to be the Dirac delta function. The system is said to be subject to additive or thermal noise if the drift coefficients (h ij ) are constants, otherwise it is said to be subject to multiplicative noise. For the Brusselator, taking into account random fluctuations in the equations of motion modifies the concentrations of the relevant chemical species into stochastic variables. The inclusion of noise is intended to account for the molecular character of the chemical reaction. Hence, the Stochastic Brusselator Equations (SBEs) are
with
where the deterministic drift coefficients come from Eq. (1) and the chemical concentrations u and v are now stochastic variables.
In particular, the analysis of how the stability of the FP (sub-critical parameter values) and the limit-cycle (above criticality) of the deterministic Brusselator changes due to the inclusion of noise is carried by linearising the SBEs around the particular stable solution. We tackle this analysis on the general SDE case [Eq. (4)]. We start by analysing the effect of the noise over the stability of the FP and find that the resulting average solutions are mainly affected by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobian of the field vector F and the drift coefficients.
Let δ x η ≡ x η − x eq be the deviation vector, where x eq is the steady equilibrium solution (FP). Assuming that this deviation is small for all times and any noise realisation, then,
D F xeq (H xeq ) being the Jacobian (coupling) matrix evaluated at the FP and ∇ the gradient operator. Unless the noise is additive, the matrices inside the square brackets have a noise dependence. Thus, we restrict ourselves to the case of thermal noise for the mathematical derivations. For additive noise, H( x η (t), t) is a constant matrix, H, independent of the system's state vector and time, hence, direct integration of Eq. (8) is possible. Denoting D F xeq = J, the deviation vector evolves according to
We note that the exponentials of the Jacobian matrix in the former expressions are understood to be a matrix exponent, thus, they are computed in a power series expansion using its spectral decomposition [J = PΛP −1 , where (P) ij = ( v j ) i is the i-th coordinate of the j-th eigenvector of J and (Λ) ij = δ ij λ j , with λ j being the j-th eigenvalue of J]. Specifically,
III. RESULTS
A. Thermal noise ensemble first and second moments
Due to the stochastic character of Eq. (9), we focus on the analytical derivation of the first and second moments of the thermal noise ensemble distribution. In other words, we derive an expression for the noise average value of the deviations with respect to the FP and the noise average value of the quadratic deviations with respect to the FP. The noise average value of the deviations, m(t) ≡ δ x η (t) , is
and the noise average value of the quadratic deviations,
where " · " is the inner product between vectors. In particular, for the Jacobian eigenvectors we have that
" being the complex conjugate operation.
As the random fluctuations are additive, then H is independent of the noise realisation, hence, Hη = H η = 0. Consequently, the noise average value of the deviations evolves as
which is the first main result of this work and constitutes the first moment of the thermal noise ensemble orbits. Equation (13) says that the average of the deviation variables tends to zero for t → ∞ if and only if the eigenvalues correspond to a stable FP, namely, when Re{λ i } < 0 ∀ i. Hence, the stochastic system returns to the steady state (in average) after being perturbed, as long as the noise intensities are small (i.e., δ x η (t) 1 ∀ t). In particular, for the Brusselator, the analytical result of Eq. (13) predicts how the noisy chemical concentrations converge to the FP if averaged over various thermal noise realisations, as it is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . Both panels show how the analytical prediction (filled squares) of Eq. (13) for m(t) = ( δu η (t) , δv η (t) ) has a remarkable agreement with the numerical experiments, although the initial perturbation is large [the initial condition for every stochastic orbit is (δu η (0), δv η (0)) = (0.9, −0.9)]. On the other hand, the noise average value of the quadratic deviations of the SDE orbits around the steady equilibrium state evolve as
where ( v n ) i is the i-th coordinate of the eigenvector associated to the λ n eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix in the particular steady state solution and all summations run from 1 to N . Equation (14) is the second main results in this work and constitutes the second moment of the ensemble of thermal noise realisations. It is derived by applying direct integration of Eq. (12), the noise properties defined in Eq. (5), and the spectral decomposition of the Jacobian matrix [Eq. (10)]. It expresses how the noise and the deterministic part of the SDE produce divergence (or convergence) in the trajectories of neighbouring initial conditions over the ensemble of thermal noise realisations close to the FP solution. The first right hand side term in Eq. (14) diverges (converges) if the FP is unstable (stable). In such case, neighbouring initial conditions are driven away (closer) at a rate given by the real part of the exponents of the system, i.e., by 2Re{λ n }. The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (14) accounts for the divergence (convergence) due to the stochasticity in the system.
In order to find the variance σ 2 (t) of the SDE, it is enough to discard the first term on the right side of Eq. (14) . Specifically,
B. Thermal noise diffusion relationship and the variance asymptotic behaviour Our general diffusion relationship is derived from Eq. (15) by considering the small time-scales. In such transient window, an expansion in power series up to the first order results in the following Einstein diffusion relationship,
where µ is the mobility coefficient, k B is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. It is worth mentioning that Eq. (16) corresponds to the rate at which the variance of the perturbations grows in time averaged over the various random fluctuation realisations. Hence, it may not be directly relatable to the regular Brownian Motion (BM) solution under an external potential in the over-damped regime, i.e., the known Einstein diffusion relationship [11] .
On the one hand, the diffusion relationship that BM achieves corresponds to the particle's position variance, though it depends on the fact that the external force is derived from a potential. However, if the Brusselator field vector ( F ) is derived from a bi-dimensional potential, periodic solutions are absent (∇ × F = 0), such as the limit-cycle state. On the other hand, the variance relationship for the BM, that holds the Einstein's diffusion relationship, is a relationship regarding how much the particle diffuses as if it performed random walks as a function of the temperature, i.e., the parameter that regulates the "strength" of the fluctuations. For the Brusselator, the relationship given by Eq. (16), predicts a similar behaviour for the variance of the perturbations in the system out of the equilibrium state when subject to additive noise, but there is no particle movement involved. Instead, the "movement" corresponds to the chemical concentration fluctuations. Consequently, the general diffusion relationship we find is only mentioned as a qualitative Einstein diffusion relationship analogue which exhibits the same mathematical formulation as the one for BM.
For the Brusselator, in the case where the thermal noise only affects each chemical concentration independently, namely, h ij = δ ij Γ, then 
where we can continue the analogy with the BM and say that the 2 appearing in the relationship corresponds to the 2 degrees of freedom of the Brusselator. For a stable FP, the variance [Eq. (15) ] saturates at a finite value, meaning that initially neighbouring orbits are found always within a fixed distance from the FP. In other words, for a stable FP, the variance of the thermal noise SDE converges to
with Re{λ n } < 0 ∀ n. This constitutes the final analytical result of this work. For the Brusselator, the asymptotic behaviour of the variance implies that for the sub-critical values of the parameter (b < b c ), any small deviation from the FP in presence of moderate additive noise keeps, in average, the same asymptotic state. This is also valid for the limitcycle situation when parameters are above the critical point (b > b c ) if, in the former equations, we use the Floquet exponents and corresponding time-dependent eigenvectors [12] .
These results [Eqs. (16) and (18) 
C. Stochastic Brusselator's Hopf bifurcation
In order to analyse how the Hopf bifurcation that the Brusselator exhibits in the non-stochastic scenario is modified by the presence of additive or multiplicative noise, we compute the orbits quadratic difference, ∆ 2 ,
where x(t) = (u(t), v(t)) is the deterministic orbit and x η (t) is the noise average orbit for the stochastic scenario. This measure quantifies the distance between the deterministic and the noise average orbit for each control parameter.
For our numerical experiments, we generate the deterministic orbit and each realisation of the stochastic orbits from identical initial conditions. Then, a transient of t = 10 3 iterations is removed from the orbits to compute the orbit quadratic difference of Eq. (19) .
As it is seen from Fig. 5 , the Hopf bifurcation for the Brusselator is conserved in the additive [ Fig. 5(a) ] and multiplicative [ Fig. 5(b) ] cases for mild noise intensities (Γ = 10 −2 ). In general, we observe that the effect of increasing the noise strength is to reduce the amplitude of the limit-cycle oscillations in the super-critical regime (b > b c ), hence, destroying gradually the Hopf bifurcation. Moreover, the multiplicative noise realisations generate an even greater decrease in amplitude. Nevertheless, as it is seen from Fig. 6 , both stochastic scenarios maintain the bifurcation type up to noise strengths of 10 −1 , where the bifurcation is finally lost. Besides the determination of the critical noise strength where the Hopf bifurcation is lost, Fig. 6 also shows a somehow universal behaviour of the stochastic system with respect to the deterministic case. In the sub-critical regime, and for parameter values far from the critical point, the orbits quadratic difference scales linearly with the noise intensity (∆ 2 /Γ 2 ∼ 10 −1 ). On the other hand, in the supercritical regime, the orbits quadratic difference collapse under a common curve as a function of the control parameter. To the best of our knowledge, such behaviour has not been accounted in previous works. 
IV. DISCUSSION
In this work we study the Brusselator dynamical behaviour in the absence and presence of random fluctuations and derive some general expressions for generic stochastic systems.
In the non-stochastic dynamics, all main physical properties of the Brusselator, such as the spectral values for the equilibrium states, are found and discussed. The inclusion of thermal and multiplicative noise to the system is first analysed analytically via generic Stochastic Differential Equations. For the thermal noise scenario, expressions for the noise average deviation [Eq. (13) From our numerical experiments, we conclude that the transition that the Brusselator exhibits from one parameter region, where the chemical concentrations are in a time independent equilibrium state, to another one, where they oscillate in time, is proved to be maintained for moderate values of the noise strength (< 0.1) in both stochastic scenarios (additive or multiplicative noise). The character of this transition, which is Hopf-like for the deterministic evolution, is still observed in the numerical experiments noise averaged evolutions of the chemical concentrations. Moreover, the analytical expression for the noise averaged orbit [Eq. (13) ] and the variance [Eq. (14) ] in the case of additive noise, which we derive in a general framework, support these findings.
The expression found for the rate at which the variance grows initially [Eq. (16) ], is discussed as the Brusselator's diffusion processes and correlated to the regular Random Walk. Hence, it is accounted as a Einstein diffusion relationship for the Brusselator. Such analogy is further explored by the derivation of a general expression for the asymptotic value of the variance of the noisy orbits from the fixed-point state [Eq. (18) ]. Consequently, the stochastic character that is included into the deterministic Brusselator evolution for the chemical concentrations accounts for the molecular random fluctuations that the real chemical species involved in the reaction exhibit.
